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In 2007, Paul Ormerod was Distinguished Fellow at the Institute of Advanced 

Study at Durham. Since then, he has helped us at Durham to study collective 

behaviour in economics and society. It’s been fascinating work, informed by 

the real-world that Mr. Ormerod inhabits as co-Director (with Bridget 

Rosewell) of Volterra consulting, in London, one of the most respected 

economic consulting firms in the world.  During the recent economic crisis, 

Volterra advised UK banks, and Mr. Ormerod appeared in the Times and 

television as an economic expert.  

 

As a figure in the London establishment, and a Fellow of the British Academy 

for the Social Sciences, Mr. Ormerod might seem to be a comfortable man, 

glazed by insulating London business and politics.  But he’s not satisfied. 

 

In his academic journal articles, books and public speaking, he is bent on 

probing old theories, and niggling the rules that stifle creative problem-solving. 

He insists on turning the rustiest hinges of academic dogma, and is not above 

forcing those hinges to squeal a bit before adding oil. Here is what he wrote in 

Sunday Times, in March 2005: 

A rigid, centralised framework has emerged in Britain, under both the Tories 

and Labour, which demands detailed monitoring and tracking of an activity 

which, to be successful, requires spontaneity and the freedom to experiment.  

 

This critique might seem to apply to the government – which may see to stifle 

“freedom and spontaneity” – but Mr. Ormerod was actually referring to British 

Universities.  
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For all I know, this baldness was inherited from his native Lancashire. This 

year, Mr. Ormerod did some statistics on the Rochdale Hornets, his local 

Rugby League team, and found they haven’t won anything since 1922. So he 

bought the team. When I first heard his accent, I was full of confidence from 

my years here up North, and I said to him he was clearly from Yorkshire. [This 

was a bit like asking Richard Dawkins if he is a Methodist] 

 

It is a pragmatism that we see in Mr. Ormerod’s work. He insists that social 

science, particularly economics, be more than theoretical; that it actually do 

something. So when he read Economics at Christ’s College Cambridge in the 

late 1960’s, he also joined the Cambridge Universities Labour Club. And after 

Mr. Ormerod finished his Master of Philosophy in Economics at Oxford, 

instead of continuing on for a PhD, he started as an economic forecaster for 

the National Institute of Economic and Social Research.  He later headed the 

Economic Assessment Unit for the Economist, and taught economics as a 

visiting Professor at London and Manchester universities. By the 1980s, he 

had become Director of Economics at the renowned Henley Centre for 

Forecasting.  

 

In his years of economic forecasting, Mr. Ormerod came to respect Friedrich 

Hayek, the Nobel Laureate who said: “The curious task of economics is to 

demonstrate to men how little they really know about what they imagine they 

can design.” Most practitioners of what Thomas Carlyle dismissed as 'the 

dismal science' regard economics as mechanical and predictable. But Mr 

Ormerod was finding more in biology than in engineering. The economy 

behaved more like the Cambrian explosion than a tuneable air conditioner.  

 

So Mr. Ormerod started writing books. Death of Economics, in 1994, 

described what chaos and complexity theory – the science of unpredictable, 

yet elegant interaction patterns – meant for economics. He expanded on this 

in his Butterfly Economics in 1998.  I heard his radio interview in America, 

where I was a graduate student.  My advisor was curious about ancient 
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Mesopotamian stonework, so he told me, “Alex, take this cobble, and see how 

many times it takes to peck through this 100lb block of sandstone.”  After 

about 7,000 pecks, with the radio on, Mr. Ormerod’s interview inspired me to 

pursue the more fascinating questions of Butterfly Economics – Questions 

like, should we model people as as wise, deliberate old turtles, deliberating 

over every decision? Or are we sometimes just flocking birds? Each natural 

process carried not an answer, but true insight about how we sometimes 

behave collectively.  

 

Biological analogy runs through his latest book, Why Most Things Fail, 

perhaps his most resonant to date. It had leading reviews in Nature and 

Science, and was voted Business Week Book of the Year for 2006. Here he 

showed that in business, as in nature, progress occurs through extinctions. As 

an evolutionary economist, Mr. Ormerod knows that Charles Darwin was 

fascinated by barnacles, dissecting and describing them for seven years of his 

life.  Mr. Ormerod loves butterflies. He has contributed to Entomologist’s 

professional literature on butterflies.  Nature clearly inspires Mr. Ormerod’s 

work.    

 

Nature is as creative as it is destructive, and Mr. Ormerod and his team at 

Volterra solve real problems in very creative ways. Now he works with us at 

Durham, and together we’ll come to know something about what we “imagine 

we can design.” 

 

Mr Chancellor, I present Paul Ormerod to receive the degree of Doctor of 

Science, honoris causa. 
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